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Finvi Digital Financial Engagement Solution Powered by RevSpring

Business Challenge
You want to use digital financial engagement 
tools like portal, text, and email to 
communicate with consumers using their 
preferred channels and avoid the high costs 
of print and mail. But you’ll need to track all 
digital communications per the new CFPB 
Regulation F requirements. With Finvi’s third-
party expertise and RevSpring’s experience in 
payments capture, now you can.  

Solution Overview
Finvi’s Digital Financial Engagement Solution 
powered by RevSpring provides the only 
omnichannel solution backed by the industry 
experience you need to optimize your 
collections process. With user-friendly portal, 
text, and email solutions embedded in our 
all-in-one collections ecosystem, you can 
improve your interactions with consumers 
and minimize your compliance risk while 
strengthening your top and bottom lines. 

Portal
Finvi Portal powered by RevSpring allows 
you to increase payments while avoiding 
unnecessary contacts. Consumers can easily 
set up and manage self-serve payments, 
payment plans, electronic statement delivery, 
and payment preferences on their own. 
With targeted payment options, you can 
drive faster payment actions and improve 
consumer satisfaction. 

• Smart and adaptable for consumers who 
don’t want to talk to agents 

• Both consumer self-serve and agent-
assisted payments available

• Integrated payments processing 
• Responsive design provides the same 

experience on a laptop, tablet, or mobile 
phone.

CFPB Regulation F Phone Call 
Limits encourage the use of 
compliance-minded digital 
communication tools 

• Limits phone calls and voice 
messages

• Does not set limit for text and 
email communications

• Requires tracking of all 
communications per 
consumer per debt 

• Necessitates holistic 
approach toward consumer 
experience to avoid 
harassment claims

• Allows safe harbor protection 
only if email addresses and 
mobile numbers are properly 
obtained 
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• Secure environment that doesn’t require a 
username or password 

Text
Finvi Text powered by RevSpring can help you 
increase response rates and revenue recovery 
while reducing the cost to collect. Now you 
can use text messages to inform consumers 
when a payment is due, send balance 
reminders, and deliver validation notices, all 
while managing text communications with 
confidence and clear visibility into channel 
consent. With a centralized consent platform 
and a single database, you can easily track 
which channels are approved for use by 
individual consumers.

• Batch campaigns for balance reminders 
and validation notices

• Offers text-to-pay capability 
• Real-time agent text-to-pay allowing 

agent to send a portal link via text for 
payment during a phone call with a 
consumer 

• Keyword actions for payment and balance 
request

• Ensures delivery at times required 
by Regulation F and applicable state 
requirements 

• Reports date/time texts are delivered 
and links are accessed in support of CFPB 
Regulation F

 
Email
Finvi Email powered by RevSpring is a cost-
effective communication option that’s faster 
and more easily actionable for the consumer 
and less expensive than print and mail. It also 
provides precise insight into deliverability. 

• Improves deliverability with integrated 
monitors that drive inbox performance 

• Optimizes design to inspire action with 
responsive, mobile-friendly templates 

• Highlights when email is undelivered or 
unopened to accelerate use of alternate 
channels

• Ensures delivery at times required 
by Regulation F and applicable state 
requirements 

• Includes tracking analytics such as date/
time emails are delivered and opened and 
links are accessed in support of Regulation F

To learn more about the Finvi Digital Financial 
Engagement Solution Powered by RevSpring, 
contact your sales executive today!
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